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A downward spiral of violence and deception catches Hank Mitchell after he, his brother, and a
friend keep the four million dollars they find in a crashed plane

Reviews of the A Simple Plan (Eagle Large Print) by Scott
Smith
OTANO
This book sticks with you. when a plane full of dead men and millions of dollars crashes deep in the
back country woods, a pair of brothers (one trying to achieve the middle class dream and overcome
his back wood roots, the other wallowing happily in low-income obscurity) and the hapless brother's
friend steal the cash and swear to keep it hidden away until it can be safely spent. Of course the
ne'er do well pair can't stick to the plan and a murderous series of events leaves many dead. Very
well written and meticulously plotted as the spiral of events turns everyone against everyone with a
surprise ending that I won't relate but brings neat closure to the book. My only problem with this is
my own set of literary prejudices: I found it hard to like the main character or any of the others. I
can live with that if I can revile and respect them, but these three fell short of that. But Scott Smith

has a lot of talent and is well worth the read.
Samuhn
NO SPOILERS HERE.......I saw the movie several years back, enjoyed it, and decided to give the
book a try. The price is right, and it read on Kindle with only one typo I could spot.
I am surprised at the naiveté of many of the 1 star reviewers for each product. Here's why:
A quick look at the book or movie A Simple Plan makes it clear this isn't a happy story. It's obviously
a tragedy, so why put it down for not being cheery?
Reviewers are bewailing the actions of the main characters, saying "Real people don't act that way,"
or "No one is that stupid." I disagree. Real people act in ways that can be impossible to predict. The
first murder in the story involves an impulsive attack and an equally impulsive effort to cover it up
and to protect himself and another. The essence of this story is a cascade into tragedy. One action
leads to another, meant to cover the previous one up, and so on. If you can believe the opening act,
you can believe it all went downhill from there.
It's not for nothing that people say, "The love of money is the root of all evil." Otherwise good people
will lie and cheat over money, even a small amount. I had a guy lie about a car accident he caused
(he hit me), because he didn't want to pay damages and higher premiums. My insurance company
was able to prove he was lying. Our upstanding neighbor told my dad to lie to his insurance company
so they'd pay to have 40+ trees removed that came down in a storm. He said to damage our own
roof so they'd pay for everything. My ex took a whole bunch of valuable stuff from a friend's
apartment after his suicide. The ex's friend took stuff, plus the dead guy's van. My coworker and his
wife have found a way to cheat on grocery coupons. People also gamble. A lot. Cash is a big draw.
It's not a stretch to believe that someone could, on the spur of the moment, kill others over 4 million
dollars, and then continue to do so to keep from getting caught.
No one's that stupid? LOL Of course they are! Google "stupid criminals." Pick up a true crime book
or check the news anywhere. You'll find an untold number of cases where people are dumb enough
to think they can get away with a crime. How about druggies who call the cops to report a robbery of their drugs? The guy whose skeleton was found years after death in a chimney - he was trying to
break into the house. bank robbers who leave behind a note - with their name on it?
So, what's the point I said they missed? That people are capable of who knows what when large
amounts of money are at stake. The characters came up with one "simple plan" which, due to
mistrust and greed, devolved into another and yet another "simple plan." This story illustrated just
how fast relationships can break down over greed.
My only problem with the book was the last violent scene. The magnitude of the crime, the setting,
and the manner of death all seemed out of sync with the rest of the narrative. I imagine that's why
this scene wasn't in the movie. Overall, though, a gripping page turner.
HappyLove
Reading Scott Smith's "A Simple Plan" is like being on a train with no brakes. What starts out as a
simple plan made by Hank, his brother Jacob and Jacob's best friend, Lou, turns into a complicated
plot that leads to disaster as the conspiracy involves more and more people and more crime than
their small town in Ohio has ever seen. The characters' behavior is shockingly unbelievable at times
because these "nice, ordinary guys" had never been in trouble. That was before they stumbled upon
the wreckage of a small single-engine plane and a duffel bag behind the dead pilot that contained
$4.4 million.

The actions of the three men are so surprising because they're "normal guys." Hank is an accountant
at a feed store, married with a new little daughter, and although his brother is fairly poor and not
ambitious, he had never been in trouble. Lou drank a little too much, but he had a home and a
girlfriend, but Hank had trouble trusting his brother and Lou. The three stood around the plane
trying to decide what to do, whether to turn in the money and report the plane, put the money back
in the plane and say nothing, or keep the money. It was just a simple plan that Hank came up with.
But things didn't go simply and as one disastrous act leads to another it becomes a complex story
with actions by these three men that are hardly believable in the context of the story.
"A Simple Plan" is about what happens to people when greed, selfishness and jealousy take over and
how people rationalize their greed with words and thoughts that disguise it and make it into
something that seems acceptable to them. They even rationalize terrible acts of violence as being
necessary for the good of someone else when that altruistic thought is still a crime. These characters
seem very real and the reader learns a lot about them over the course of the 416 pages that just fly
by. Scott Smith put the story together so that there isn't a single loose end left untied and the story
flows at such a good pace that reading it is like watching it all play out in front of your eyes without
skipping a beat. This is an excellent book and a wonderful debut novel (1993) of suspense that I
really loved and enjoyed. It took a lot of creativity, thought and talent to come up with this plot.
The book is very dark in mood as is Scott Smith's other frightening book, The Ruins.
He knows how to set the mood, introduce his characters and pace the book just right, and the
writing is excellent.
Highly recommended for suspense/mystery/thriller readers.
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